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This report is made possible by support of the American people through the United States Agency for International
Development (USAID). The contents of this report are the sole responsibility of the USAID Financial Sector Transformation
Project being implemented by DAI Global LLC. The opinions expressed do not necessarily reflect the views of USAID or the
United States Government.

Disclaimer

This paper discusses the general practice of establishing a Central Counterparty in various countries. In
particular it reflects the following steps of creating a CCP specifically in Ukraine, such as set-up,
functionality, testing, launching. The report takes into account Ukrainian context. It is based on a variety
of assumptions outlined below. It reflects the steps and pre-conditions to those steps as experienced in
other countries. Furthermore, such staged approach of creating a CCP is fully compliant with
international standards – PFMI IOSCO. The actual expediency of building a CCP in Ukraine will be
determined by other studies, market participants and various other stakeholders. Main business
processes and functions of a CCP, described in this report, will lie in the foundation of an assessment
study of NEXT-UA, which will also outline cost-benefit analysis and potential financials of a CCP in
Ukraine.
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Terms and Conditions
This report does not constitute legal advice, which can only be provided by legal counsel and for which you should
seek the advice of counsel. The opinions expressed are valid for the purpose of this report and as at this date. No
responsibility is taken for changes in market conditions or laws or regulations and no obligation is assumed to revise
this report to reflect changes, events or conditions, which occur subsequent to the date of this report.
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1. Introduction
If a decision to establish a new clearing operation is taken, the operating model, resource
requirements and transition process must be defined and managed in a manner that ensures a
robust and secure transition of clearing arrangements to NewCo CCP. The Programme of Work
will comprise many diverse workstreams ranging from recruiting people, specifying and building
systems, through to obtaining regulatory approval for the new clearing house. Throughout the
Programme, there will be a need to engage with and manage a wide group of stakeholders such
as the prospective Clearing Members, systems providers and Regulators. Whilst this Programme
is bigger in scale than anything the Ukraine has previously undertaken in the financial market
infrastructure space; the capability of the Programme Team is critical to its success. Valuable
experience in risk reduction and benefits delivery is a ‘must have’ when defining the resource
profile. Successful transition to NewCo CCP will require an approach that focuses on delivering
the benefits of NewCo CCP.
Regardless of the initial clearing service to be provided, the core, robust foundation for NewCo
CCP needs to be designed, built, tested and delivered. This will involve, legal, technical,
operational, risk, treasury and payment workstreams, to mention but a few. Expertise
surrounding the specific initial asset class(es) and a team capable of managing change for
additional asset classes will also be key. Resources can be used, reused, focused and refocused
on different aspects of the programme – but resource numbers and tasks will ultimately depend
on the defined and agreed programme of work and Programme Plan.
This report sets out the key resource requirements to build and deliver a fully functioning CCP –
but a defined and agreed workplan will by necessity require resource revisions. This report should
be viewed only as a guide at this point in time.

Target Operating Model
There are three aspects to the Target Operating Model, which together form the entire Target
Operating Model:




The End-to-End Ecosystem, including Trading Venues
The Post Trade Ecosystem, focused exclusively on all post trade actors, and
The Organization Operating Model, an entity structure, including the people and
organizational enablers necessary to support the business is required.

This document is concerned with the final point - an entity structure, resource requirements and
organization, to support the business operation of NewCo CCP. In order to develop a robust
understanding of the structural supporting requirements for NewCo CCP, four key components
have been identified:
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Capabilities and Business Processes: This defines the core clearing capabilities that NewCo CCP
will need to deliver and how these can be delivered through a number of supporting business
processes - See CCP Target Operating Model Document B Kennedy April 2021
People and Organization Enablers: This defines the type and approximate number of permanent
resources that are needed to support NewCo CCP capabilities. It also defines many of the
processes these resources would manage and how they could be grouped into business functions
– this document - Organizational Design Document B Kennedy April 2021
Technology and System Enablers: This defines the types of core clearing systems and regular
business systems needed to support NewCo CCP. Specific functional and non-functional business
requirements will need to be drafted and costs obtained from potential vendors for the
hardware, infrastructure and technology support costs underpinning an ongoing NewCo CCP
organization – See RFP Clearing System for a Clearing Institution O Kuzin 2020 and CCP Target
Operating Model Document B Kennedy April 2021
Physical Infrastructure Enablers: This defines the requirements for office facilities needed to
support the NewCo CCP organization - To be completed following further analysis if the NewCo
CCP Programme is initiated.

Recommendation
The resources required to manage the design and transition are generally understood and some
key business resources will be required early in the project to shape the transition and operating
model. Subject to project initiation approval and support, the hiring of a key CCP business and
risk expertise should be prioritized.
It is essential that the Programme is led by a rounded, experienced, business focused, lead
individual with CCP build, design, implementation and run experience. A CCP risk and IT expert
should also be appointed in very quick succession.
The recruitment of a small team of Initial Project Resources - business analysts, technical
expertise and project management should be initiated in parallel.
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2. Target Organization Operating Model Approach
The NewCo CCP target organization operating model defines the capabilities that are critical in
establishing a clearing organization. It defines the key processes that constitute these capabilities
and identifies the people and technical resources and physical infrastructure to support them.
The following is the approach taken:
Validate Strawman

Define Strawman

Identify & Define Core Clearing
Capabilities

Identify/Define
Business
Processes

Group processes by business
function

Group process by
logical application

Validate strawman with
business leads

Identify
technology
and system
enablers

Identify
people &
organisation
enablers

Identify
physical
infrastructure

Define Strawman Operating Model
The approach taken to develop the operating model was to define:


The capabilities needed by a clearing house and the high-level processes that underpin
each of these capabilities. The capabilities were compared against the PFMI to ensure no
material gaps existed in between them.
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From the capability and process view of a clearing house, the processes have been
grouped into logical business functions, which will allow USAID to generate full-time
equivalent (FTE) forecasts for these functions.
The supporting technology requirements were also established by grouping the processes
by logical system boundaries as well as logical business functions. From this grouping,
assumptions about technology FTEs, applications, infrastructure and third-party support
can be developed.
The requirements for office space to house the new clearing organization will follow from
the above.

Elements of the Operating Model
Operating Model

Core Clearing Capabilities and Business Processes

People and
Organisation
Enablers

Technology
and System
Enablers

Physical
Infrastructure
Enablers

The following sections elaborate on each of the four elements of the operating model.

Core Clearing Capabilities and Business Processes
This section defines the capabilities and processes required to establish NewCo CCP and took the
following steps to establish these capabilities and processes at NewCo CCP.

Identify capabilities
needed to support
PFMI

Define capabilities
required to support
NewCo CCP

Define NewCo
business processes
supporting identified
capabilities
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Step 1 – Capabilities needed to support Principles for Financial Market Infrastructures for
a CCP.
The PFMI should form the basis of the capabilities that NewCo CCP would need to establish, since
it is against these recommendations that regulators will assess the organization. The PFMI
recommendations are identified below.
PFMI Principles

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

PFMI Principles

Implications for NewCo CCP

Enforceable
legal basis

A legal framework will need to be set
up
and
legal
enforcement
procedures put in place prior to
NewCo CCP operation.
NewCo
CCP’s
governance
arrangements should be clear,
transparent and publicly disclosed.
EMIR and the PFMI requirements are
quite extensive in respect of
governance

A CCP should have a well-founded,
transparent and enforceable legal
framework for each aspect of its
activities in all relevant jurisdictions.
Clear
and Governance arrangements for a CCP
transparent
should be clear and transparent to fulfil
governance
public interest requirements and to
arrangements
support the objectives of owners and
participants. In particular, they should
promote the effectiveness of a CCP’s
risk management procedure.
Framework for An FMI should have a sound riskthe
management
framework
for
comprehensive comprehensively managing legal,
management of credit, liquidity, operational, and other
risks
risks.

Credit
risk An FMI should effectively measure,
management
monitor, and manage its credit
exposure to participants and those
arising from its payment, clearing, and
settlement processes. An FMI should
maintain sufficient financial resources
to cover its credit exposure to each
participant fully with a high degree of
confidence.
Collateral
An FMI that requires collateral to
management
manage its or its participants’ credit
exposure should accept collateral with
low credit, liquidity, and market risks.
An FMI should also set and enforce
appropriately conservative haircuts
and concentration limits.

Effective
margin system

NewCo CCP must have a
comprehensive risk management
framework to monitor and manage
various types of risks that arise in or
are borne by NewCo CCP. Key risks
need to be identified, managed and
reported.
NewCo will require detailed policies
and methodologies to manage the
credit risk of participants and nonmarket participants – Settlement
Banks etc. Including detailed margin
policies managing credit exposure
through the Clearing process and
investment policies.

NewCo CCP will need criteria related
to each type of collateral asset it
accepts. Each type of collateral asset
must meet the minimum NewCo CCP
risk requirements with regards to
credit risk, liquidity risk and market
risk; managing within these
categories, currency risk and
concentration risk.
A CCP should cover its credit exposures Margin levels established by NewCo
to its participants for all products CCP must be commensurate with the
8

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

through an effective margin system
that is risk-based and regularly
reviewed.
Effective liquid An FMI should effectively measure,
resources
monitor, and manage its liquidity risk.
An FMI should maintain sufficient
liquid resources in all relevant
currencies to effect same-day and,
where appropriate, intraday and
multiday settlement of payment
obligations with a high degree of
confidence under a wide range of
potential stress scenarios that should
include, but not be limited to, the
default of the participant and its
affiliates that would generate the
largest aggregate liquidity obligation
for the FMI in extreme but plausible
market conditions.
Settlement
An FMI should provide clear and
Finality
certain final settlement, at a minimum
by the end of the value date. Where
necessary or preferable, an FMI should
provide final settlement intraday or in
real time.
Central
bank An FMI should conduct its money
money
settlements in central bank money
settlement
where practical and available. If central
bank money is not used, an FMI should
minimize and strictly control the credit
and liquidity risks arising from the use
of commercial bank money.
Physical
An FMI should clearly state its
delivery
obligations with respect to the delivery
management
of
physical
instruments
or
commodities and should identify,
monitor, and manage the risks
associated
with
such
physical
deliveries.
Central
A CSD should have appropriate rules
Securities
and procedures to help ensure the
Depository
integrity of securities issues and
minimize and manage the risks
associated with the safekeeping and
transfer of securities. A CSD should
maintain securities in an immobilized

risks and attributes of each product,
portfolio and market that it serves.
NewCo CCP must develop a liquidity
risk management framework for the
identification,
monitoring
and
management of liquidity risks in
accordance with the requirements of
its
Risk
Appetite
Statement
(“Liquidity
Risk
Management
Framework”), which should include a
Liquidity Policy and Funding plan and
Liquidity Testing Methodology.

Secure payments management
processes need to be established as
part of wider risk management and
finance & treasury capabilities.

Secure payments management
processes need to be established as
part of wider risk management and
finance & treasury capabilities.

A transparent delivery capability
needs to be established.

NewCo is not a CSD. This Principle is
not applicable.
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12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

or dematerialized form for their
transfer by book entry.
Exchange
of If an FMI settles transactions that
value
involve the settlement of two linked
settlement
obligations (for example, securities or
systems
foreign exchange transactions), it
should eliminate principal risk by
conditioning the final settlement of
one obligation upon the final
settlement of the other.
Participant
An FMI should have effective and
default
clearly defined rules and procedures to
rules/procedur manage a participant default. These
es
rules and procedures should be
designed to ensure that the FMI can
take timely action to contain losses and
liquidity pressures and continue to
meet its obligations.
Segregation
A CCP should have rules and
and portability procedures
that
enable
the
segregation and portability of positions
of a participant’s customers and the
collateral provided to the CCP with
respect to those positions.
General
An FMI should identify, monitor, and
Business risk
manage its general business risk and
hold sufficient liquid net assets funded
by equity to cover potential general
business losses so that it can continue
operations and services as a going
concern if those losses materialize.
Further, liquid net assets should at all
times be sufficient to ensure a recovery
or orderly winddown of critical
operations and services.
Custody
and An FMI should safeguard its own and
investment risk its participants’ assets and minimize
the risk of loss on and delay in access to
these assets. An FMI’s investments
should be in instruments with minimal
credit, market, and liquidity risks.
Operational
An FMI should identify the plausible
Risk
sources of operational risk, both
internal and external, and mitigate
their impact through the use of
appropriate
systems,
policies,
procedures, and controls. Systems

NewCo is not an Exchange of Value
settlement system. This Principle is
not applicable.

NewCo requires defined Rules and
Procedures in the potential or actual
default of one or more Members.
NewCo must define the events which
constitute a “Default Event”. Default
Fund sequencing and stabilization
must be defined.
NewCo CCP need to define and fully
disclosed
structures
for
the
segregation and porting of Clients,
including indirect Clients. The
portability arrangements must have
a supportive have a legal basis.
Identification of major risks,
responsibility and management and
review timelines. Detailed expose of
Capital Requirements calculation
and methodology.

Custody and Investment Policy,
utilizing
CSD/ICSD/
Custodians
explicitly detailing the means of
managing the risks through limits,
monitoring etc.
Detailed
operational
management framework.

risk
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18.

should be designed to ensure a high
degree of security and operational
reliability and should have adequate,
scalable capacity. Business continuity
management should aim for timely
recovery of operations and fulfilment
of the FMI’s obligations, including in
the event of a widescale or major
disruption.
Access
and An FMI should have objective, riskParticipation
based, and publicly disclosed criteria
management
for participation, which permit fair and
open access.

19.

Tiered
participation
arrangements

20.

FMI links

21.

An FMI should identify, monitor, and
manage the material risks to the FMI
arising from tiered participation
arrangements.

An FMI that establishes a link with one
or more FMIs should identify, monitor,
and manage link-related risks.
Efficiency and An FMI should be efficient and
Effectiveness
effective in meeting the requirements
of its participants and the markets it
serves.

22.

Communicatio An FMI should use, or at a minimum
n procedures accommodate, relevant internationally
and Standards
accepted communication procedures
and standards in order to facilitate
efficient
payment,
clearing,
settlement, and recording.

23.

Disclosure of An FMI should have clear and
rules/procedur comprehensive rules and procedures
es/data
and
should
provide
sufficient
information to enable participants to
have an accurate understanding of the
risks, fees, and other material costs
they incur by participating in the FMI.

Onboarding processes should be
established as part of a Relationship
Management function. Detailed and
transparent Membership Criteria
subject to ongoing monitoring as
part of a wider risk management
capability.
NewCo CCP needs to define its
relationship with CMs - principals to
each and every cleared trade.
Account structure needs to be
detailed allowing segregation.
It is assumed that NewCo CCP would
not need to establish links to other
clearers.
NewCo CCP should be designed to
meet the needs of the market. From
the outset, Member and market
consultations should be pursued to
ensure that the clearing service is fit
for purpose. A framework/plan for
engaging all stakeholders is required.
NewCo
CCP
should
adopt
internationally
accepted
communications procedures and
protocols for exchanging messages
across systems. NewCo CCP should
communicate with its Members via a
number of internationally accepted
standards and interfaces
NewCo CCP Rules and Procedures
must be disclosed to Members and
the public. NewCo will need to make
all relevant information and data
available to the public, and only in
certain limited cases, to Members
only.
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24.

All relevant rules and key procedures
should be publicly disclosed.
A Trade Repository should provide
timely and accurate data to relevant
authorities and the public in line with
their respective needs.

Trade
Repositories

A detailed communication and
Transparency policy will be required.
NewCo is not a Trade Repository.
This Principle is not applicable.

Step 2 – Capabilities Required to Support NewCo CCP
Based on the PFMI, NewCo CCP will need to establish 7 core capabilities to support its clearing
service. These capabilities are listed in the table below.
Core Clearing Capabilities to Meet Recommendations for CCPs
1

Risk Management

Manage counterparty risk. Monitor the market, clearing members and
non-market participants for potential risk.

2

Compliance.

Ensure NewCo CCP members and CCP are discharging their regulatory
responsibility towards NewCo CCP by being compliant with regulatory
requirements and clearing house rules

3

Clearing
Settlement

4

Delivery

Manage the cash or physical delivery process including TSO.

5

Financial
Management.

Manage the payment and collection of cash or collateral for margin, of
cash for payment and collection of contract settlement amounts, margin
interest and of NewCo CCP fees

6

Treasury
Management

Manage the cash and collateral lodged with the NewCo CCP clearing
service.

7

Membership
and Vet new applicants trying to become clearing members to ensure they do
Administration
not pose undue risk to the NewCo CCP and its members.

and Capture matched trades. Manage positions. Manage the settlement
process of trades, including contract expiry and settlement, and option
expiry and assignment.
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Step 3 – NewCo CCP Business Processes supporting the Identified Capabilities
Core capabilities are supported by a number of business processes shown and described below.
Clearing Process Definition
1
1a
1a1

1b
1b1

1b2

1b3

1b4

1b5

Risk Management
Policy
Set the Risk Management Framework Sets the risk management policy framework for NewCo
Policy in Accordance with Regulatory CCP to which operational teams must adhere.
Requirements
Counterparty Risk Management
Calculate Large Changes to Positions In (near) real-time, changes to the intra-day positions
of clearing member accounts need to be monitored
against position change thresholds. Where these
thresholds are breached there should be a trigger to
review the need for an intra-day margin call.
Calculate Large Changes to Prices
In (near) real-time, changes to the intra-day prices
need to be monitored against price change thresholds.
Where these thresholds are breached there should be
a trigger to review the need for an intraday margin call.
Calculate Initial Margin
Initial margin should be calculated on open positions at
the end of each business day. Separate initial margin
amounts should be calculated for each clearing
account – including futures and spot. Margin amounts
are calculated on net positions. Net positions should be
aggregated further according to any volatility
correlation between traded assets. This netting should
reduce the initial margin amounts that members are
charged.
Calculate Variation Margin
Variation margin should be calculated on all open
trades making up open positions at the end of each
business day. For trades opened on the day of variation
margin calculation, variation margin will equal the
difference between the trade price and the closing
price. For trades opened on a previous day to that of
current variation margin calculation, variation margin
will equal the difference between the previous day’s
closing price and the current closing price. Variation
margin is usually realized in actual cash movements but consideration, depending on assets, should be
given to contingent variation margin.
Manage Intraday Margin Call
In the event that intra-day large price or large position
limits are breached, NewCo CCP will have to decide
whether it needs to call additional margin from an
individual clearing member or the market as a whole.
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1b6

New Product Management

1b7

Apply margin Calculations to Positions

1b8

Send Margin Calculations to Financial
Systems

1b9

Stress Test against Default

1b10 Manage Changes to Large Position or
Large Price Change Limits
1b11 Calculate End of Day Settlement Price
Curves
1b12 Manage Initial Margin Parameters

1b13 Margin Reporting Requirements
1b14 Manage Margin Accounts

1c
1c1

Default Management
Manage Member Default

1c2

Manage Default Fund

1c3

Manage Default Fund Accounts

1d

Monitoring

Ensures new products are assessed for potential risk
and appropriate risk controls are introduced prior to
launch.
Once margin amounts have been calculated, they
should be applied to the positions and trades held by
NewCo CCP.
The margin amounts constitute what is required to
cover the open positions of a clearing member.
However, a clearing member may have already lodged
cash or collateral with NewCo CCP.
Tests default scenarios against member or market
positions to assess the extreme event risk to NewCo
CCP.
The position and price threshold limits should be
regularly reviewed and adjusted to ensure there is
appropriate monitoring
Variation margin is based on the daily price movement
of a trade from its traded price
The initial margin amounts applied to open positions
may vary over time as market volatility changes. These
should be reviewed periodically and adjusted to ensure
NewCo CCP provides effective default cover.
NewCo CCP needs to report the margin requirements
to clearing members.
NewCo CCP must have processes in place to manage
the margin it requires from clearing members and the
margin that these clearing members post. This needs
to be done through the use of margin accounts.
In the event that a clearing member is unable to pay
any margin called by NewCo CCP, it will be deemed in
default. NewCo CCP will need to close out any
outstanding House account positions and transfer any
Client account positions to another clearing member.
This process must be overseen by the compliance
function and requires trading facilities to be
established with a number of brokers and banks.
On becoming a clearing member, a firm must lodge
with NewCo CCP a sum of money that can be used in
the event of a member default (where the initial and
variation margin from the defaulting member does not
cover their liabilities to the market).
Default fund amounts should be maintained within
their own clearing member specific default fund
accounts.
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1d1

1d2
1d3

1d4

1d5

1d6

1e
1e1

1e2
2
2.1
2.2

2.3

2.4

3
3a
3a.1

Monitor Markets for early price NewCo CCP should monitor the markets with a view to
Warning Risk
gaining as early a warning as possible to potential large
movements in price. This will enable NewCo CCP to
rapidly mobilize for intra-day margin calls.
Monitor CM Position
Monitor’s market and clearing member positions for
concentration of contracts or dates.
Monitor CM Credit Exposures
NewCo CCP will need to regularly review clearing
member’s procedures to make sure that they are
effectively managing credit risk with their
counterparties
Liquidity Monitoring
Monitors the liquidity of NewCo CCP and its
counterparties to ensure there is enough liquidity to
deal with a default event.
Monitoring of non-Market Members Monitors the risk exposure to counterparties who
handle margin lodged by clearing members concentration banks, payment systems, investment
counterparties.
Manage Breaches of Price and In the event of a position or price breach and the need
Position Limits
for an intraday margin call, trades should not be
accepted into clearing without ensuring additional
margin has been received to cover any default risk.
Transfer of Legal Obligation
Open Offer/ Novation
Process to transfer the legal obligation between buyer
and seller of a matched trade to that between the
buyer and NewCo CCP, and the seller and NewCo CCP
Failure of Open Offer/ Novation
Process to handle event if events can impact Open
Offer
Compliance
Monitor CCP against Risk Framework Ensures NewCo CCP adheres to risk policy framework
Policy
and meets its regulatory obligations.
CM Surveillance
To ensure that a clearing member is fit to remain as
one, NewCo CCP must regularly assess the operational
and credit worthiness of its clearing members.
Member Default Reporting
In the event that a clearing member is unable to pay
any margin called by NewCo CCP, it will be deemed in
default. The compliance department must report to
the market that a clearing member has fallen into
default.
Member Default Reporting
In the event that a clearing member is unable to pay
any margin called by NewCo CCP, it will be deemed in
default. The compliance department must report to
the regulator that a clearing member has fallen into
default.
Clearing & Settlement
Trade Capture
Real time Matched Trade Capture
Matched trades are fed from Venues/ OTC and need to
be captured by the NewCo CCP infrastructure.
15

3a.2

3a.3

3a.4

3a.5
3a.6

3b
3b.1

3b.2

3b.3

3b.4

3c
3c.1

Real time Matched Trade Validation

Captured matched trades may need to be validated for
completeness before being accepted into the NewCo
CCP infrastructure. This may entail two types of
validation – static data validation and risk management
validation.
Real
time
Matched
trade If matched trades meet the trade validation criteria,
Acceptance/Rejection
they will be accepted into the NewCo CCP
infrastructure. They may be accepted outright, handled
by a suspension process or rejected outright and
handled by a rejected trade process.
Manage Rejected Trades
If matched trades do not meet the trade validation
criteria, they will be handled through an exception
process.
Calculate Fees for Accepted Trades
Once a trade is accepted into clearing, calculate the
fees owing for the clearing service.
Manage Fee Accounts
Clearing fees for trades accepted into clearing should
be applied to the clearing member fee account for later
billing.
Position Accounts
Trade Allocation to Position Accounts Once trades are accepted into NewCo CCP, they will
need to be allocated to a position keeping account.
Trading accounts at exchange level (House (H) and
Segregated Client (S)) map to Clearing Accounts (House
(H) and Client (C)). Clearing accounts encompass both
position and financial information for each clearing
member and clearing account combination.
Position Transfer
This process exists to support a change in clearing
member underlying clients in the event that the
underlying client wishes to change clearer or in the
event the clearer falls into default and NewCo CCP
need to transfer client positions to another clearer. The
position transfer process needs to be linked to the
intra-day margin call process to ensure additional
money can be transferred to cover the possible greater
risk posed by changes to clearing member positions.
Position Management
Positions can change on expiry of a contract through
the addition of new matched trades, through option
exercise or assignment, or through NewCo CCP
amendment and these changes need to be able to be
supported.
Position Exception Management
Process for handling exceptions to standard position
management. System failures, incorrect posting and
similar exceptions need to be able to be managed.
Trade Settlement
Contract Expiry Management
Contracts will need to be monitored for expiry and as
they do so, their positions need to be removed from
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3c.2

3c.3

3c.4

3c.5

3c.6

3c.7

3c.8
4
4.1

position keeping accounts and settlement instructions
may need to be initiated.
Option Exercise and Assignment A detailed process will be required – i.e., European
Management
style options may be exercised on a specific expiry
date, whilst American style option may be exercised on
any date up to contract expiry. Open positions with
trades that are in the money may need to be either
automatically or manually exercised by the clearing
member. Once exercised, assignees need to be
established to receive the other side to the exercised
option trade. The NewCo CCP infrastructure will need
to handle the electronic assignment of exercised
options
Manage Settlement
Instructions to clearing members about settlement
need to be generated and disseminated. For cash
settled trades opened and closed on a specific trading
day, or for contracts that are contingent margined, the
net cash movement on settlement will be the
difference between the trade price and the settlement
price of the closing trade. For cash settled trades
opened on previous days with variation margin that has
been realized, the net cash movement on settlement
will be the difference between the previous day’s
closing price and the settlement price of the closing
trade.
Manage Failed Settlement
The NewCo CCP infrastructure must be able to handle
the situation of a failed settlement, be it through
contract expiry, option exercise and assignment, the
generation of settlement instructions or indeed the
failure of members to meet their settlement
obligations to NewCo CCP.
Option Exercise and Assignment Generate and disseminate reports showing the options
Notification
that clearing members exercised and the clearing
members who were assigned the other side of the
exercised option.
Option Exercise and Assignment Fee Option exercise and assignment fees need to be
Calculation
calculated in preparation for application to clearing
member fee accounts.
Manage Position Keeping Accounts
On expiry of contracts, position keeping accounts need
to be adjusted to remove expired or closed out
contracts.
Manage Fee Accounts
Apply option exercise and assignment fees to clearing
member financial accounts.
Delivery
Delivery Allocation
Allocate the supply of physical commodities in
settlement of contracts to recipients of these
commodities – TSO/ Warehouse.
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4.2

Manage Delivery Positions

4.3

4.5

Calculate Delivery Amount
Adjustment
Generate
Invoice
and
Documentation
Manage Delivery Instruction

4.6

Manage Failed Delivery

4.7

Delivery Notification

4.8

Calculate Delivery Fees

4.9

Manage Fee Accounts

5
5.1

Financial Management
Manage Payment or Collection of Deal with any queries relating to payment or collection
Collateral
of collateral originating from members and directed via
the Operations Function. Daily margin amounts, once
calculated need to be assessed against existing
balances to establish the need for any additional
margin call. If there is a need for an additional margin
call, this needs to be made. Members should be
entitled to set up a facility to automatically credit any
surplus margin to their own bank accounts.
Payment or collection of Margin, and Once a net margin amount is calculated, payment
Cash for Trade Settlement and Fees
needs to be called from clearing members and clearing
members need to transfer cash or collateral to meet
their margin obligations. NewCo CCP needs to manage
the receipt of this margin with the utmost urgency.
Failure to make a margin payment will place a clearing
member in default. Manage the payment and
collection of settlement fees. Invoice and manage fee
collection from clearing members.
Financial Reporting
Generate and enable clearing members to review
statements of account for margin, cash settlement
monies and clearing fees
Manage Margin Accounts
Update clearing member margin accounts to reflect the
margin amounts called and lodged.
Manage Fee Account
Periodically invoice for NewCo CCP fees. Manage
collection of NewCo CCP fees

4.4

5.2

5.3

5.4
5.5

The infrastructure must be able to make authorized
changes to delivery positions.
and Calculate delivery related adjustments.
Sale Generate the invoice and sale documentation
associated with delivery.
As the central counterparty to all trades, NewCo CCP
will need to receive commodities from its selling
counterparties and make delivery of commodities it
has received to its buying counterparties. NewCo CCP
must be able to instruct the receipt and delivery of
commodities through its own delivery accounts.
The NewCo CCP infrastructure must be able to handle
the situation of a failed contract delivery by clearing
members or by NewCo CCP.
Notify members of what they need to deliver where
and what they need to collect from where.
For contracts that require physical delivery NewCo CCP
should be able to charge an administration fee.
Delivery fees must be applied to fee accounts to ensure
they are included in any periodic fee calculation.
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6
6.1

Treasury Management
Manage Collateral or Cash Placement

6.2

Intraday Collateral Revaluation

6.3

Liquidity Management

6.4

Relationship
Management
Settlement Banks
Membership and Administration
Membership and Static Data Members will join and leave the NewCo CCP service.
Maintenance
Their entry or exit will need to be coordinated as will
updates to their details. Static data associated to
clearing members will need to be captured and
regularly updated. This static data will include, inter
alia, details of payment accounts, contact names,
company names and addresses. As part of the
assessment of the application of a firm to become an
NewCo CCP Clearing Member, NewCo CCP will need to
assess how effectively that firm manage credit risk with
their counterparties
Contract and Calendar Maintenance
Maintenance Process to manage the launch, de-listing
of contracts. Process to manage the calendars
associated with trading, expiry and settlement of
tradable contracts.
Risk Review of Applicants Firms
Assesses potential members for operational and credit
risk as part of the application processes.

7
7.1

7.2

7.3

Rather than keeping cash and collateral in its own
account, NewCo CCP must be able to place cash and
collateral in low-risk overnight investments with tier 1
counterparties.
Re-value collateral or foreign currency exposure to
ensure NewCo CCP retains appropriate levels of margin
cover.
Manage NewCo CCP assets to adjust the liquidity ratio
back within tolerance levels.
of Manages the relationships with the many counterparty
settlement banks used by clearing members.
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3. People and Organization Enablers
This section defines people and organization enablers for NewCo CCP and took the following
approach to establish these requirements.

Identify NewCo CCP
business functions

Define NewCo CCP
functional
interfaces

Estimate
permanent staff
numbers

Identify synergies
with any 'existing
operations'

Establish
recruitment and
run costs

The results of each step are detailed below.

Step 1 – NewCo CCP Business Functions
The following business functions will support the clearing capabilities of NewCo CCP. They do not
represent a proposed organizational structure but can be used to determine possible headcount
and system requirements.
Key Clearing Business Functions Supporting NewCo CCP

Key Clearing Functions

Operations

Risk
Management

Treasury &
Finance

Legal &
Compliance

Supporting Functions
Corporate Governance

Marketing

Training

HR

Facilities

Accounting

Technology

Membership

Step 2 – NewCo Functional Interfaces
In delivering its clearing capabilities, NewCo CCP functions will need to interface with several
types of organization as shown below.
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NewCo CCP Interfaces to External Organizations

NewCo Clearing
Members

Payment Banks/ CSD

Trading Venues
NewCo CCP

Collateral
Counterparties

TSO

Regulators

Matched trades will be accepted from Venues (Exchange or OTC) into NewCo CCP where they
will need to be managed for counterparty risk. Through this counterparty risk management
process, initial and variation margin will be calculated and received in cash and paid between
NewCo CCP and clearing member Payment Banks. If clearing members submit non-cash collateral
in settlement of their margin payments, this will be received into custodian accounts from where
it can be put into the market on overnight repurchase agreements. Depending on the asset class
in question, access to CSD/TSO, Settlement Agents etc. will be required for settlement. On
settlement of contracts, cash may be paid to and from NewCo CCP and Payment Banks.

CCP Teams
Operations
The operations function will provide the day-to-day running of NewCo CCP. It will primarily
provide clearing and settlement capabilities. However, it may need to provide other operational
support to the Risk Management function, e.g., in managing the static data associated with
contracts and trading calendars. Operations are the primary day-to-day contact point for both
Venues and counterparties and the operations functions within NewCo CCP Clearing Members.
Within the Operations team some key skill sets/ sub departments will be required.
Core Operations Team

The Operations function should be the primary contact point for all operational member queries.
The Operations function also has primary responsibility to manage/oversee the payment and
receipt of cash and collateral and is the primary contact point with payment banks and collateral
counterparties.
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Operations Technology Support

This role will primarily involve operational monitoring of systems and dealing with start of day
and end of day operational procedures.
Change Management

Operations will be affected by any changes in Clearing and Settlement capabilities.

Risk Management
The Risk Management function is the core function managing the threat of default through
preventative measures like clearing member surveillance and setting appropriate initial margin
parameters. Risk Management is also the core function managing the default of a clearing
member.
People are primarily the key decision makers within the Risk Management function. Risk
Management staff will spend most of their time dealing with exceptions to the operations
processes.
Risk Operations

This team will handle the majority of the exceptions processing needed by the Risk Management
function – trade capture, large price or position, trade novation, position management,
settlement and delivery. By their nature exceptions should not happen very often and so the
team needs to be large enough to cover exceptions each day across the market. This team should
also handle position transfers, which will occur periodically as members switch clearer. The team
will need to monitor real-time prices on a data vendor platform for early signs for the need to
make an intra-day margin call. Monitoring and managing price alerts and movements including
handling the end of day and intra-day price curve generation process. Additionally, in reaction to
market conditions this team will provide periodic reviews of initial margin parameters, large price
and large position parameters. It will then need to liaise with the Operations function to update
systems with revised parameters on a scheduled basis. Depending on market opening hours,
these teams, Risk and Operations may need to have a staggered shift approach.
Market Risk

Monitoring NewCo CCP Clearing member credit controls, price and position limits, and nonmarket counterparties will require a team. Much of this could be done automatically, but
monitoring and reacting to information will take place for extended hours.
Treasury and Liquidity Management

The core focus of the team within Risk Management is the management of the Liquidity
Framework and ensuring all limits are managed and respected so as to maintain CCPs liquidity.
Core to this function is management of collateral – limits, haircuts and receipt) and managing the
placement of cash or collateral in accordance with the Investment Policy.
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Risk Change

The Risk Management function should be leading the business change agenda for clearing. This
will include discussions with members about change and providing input to lead business change.
There is no proxy available to establish the number of staff required to support change within
the Risk Management function.
Some roles can be augmented by the spare capacity from within the Risk Operations or Clearing
Member Surveillance Teams – but for safe and secure functioning of the CCP a critical mass of
coverage needs to be defined and adhered to from a recruitment perspective.

Legal and Compliance
People are primarily the key decision makers within the Legal and Compliance function. Legal and
Compliance staff will spend all of their time dealing with specific regulatory or member queries
and with completing their member surveillance activities. It also has primary responsibility to
ensure that the NewCo CCP and its Clearing Members adhere to the regulatory and clearing rules
governing NewCo CCP. Legal and Compliance is the primary contact with regulators and the
compliance function within Clearing Members.
A Compliance Framework will need to be drafted for all NewCo staff.

Finance
The Finance function has primary responsibility to manage fee invoicing and collection. In
addition, close interaction with the Treasury team in managing the CCPs margin and investments.
The team will also be responsible for preparing the annual financial accounts, deal with payroll
and manage debtors and creditors.

Membership / Relationship Management
The membership function has primary responsibility to manage clearing members as they join,
change or leave NewCo CCP. The Relationship Management function is the focal point to manage
all aspects of the onboarding of a new Clearing Member. The function will be the primary contact
across all Clearing Members and responsible for end to end understanding of the CM and the
CCP. NewCo CCP may wish for a commercial lead to manage business opportunities presented
by the clearing service offering and may wish to include within this team.

Marketing & Human Resources
The marketing team should comprise of skills to manage Corporate Affairs, Events Analytics and
Website management. HR to include management of recruitment and ongoing HR content.

Management Team
NewCo CCP will need to be managed by a senior management team of CEO and COO, together
with supporting administrative staff. The study assumes that members of the NewCo CCP
Executive will be made from the functional heads of core department.
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This report also assumes that members of the Board will be made up from the ownership
community of NewCo CCP. A Corporate Governance structure will need to be addressed as and
when the Programme is initiated.

High Level Organization Structure

NewCo Board of
Directors

Chief Executive Officer

Chief Finance
Officer

Chief Legal &
Compliance

Head of RM
and BD

Chief Operating
Officer

CTO

Head of
Operations

IT Team

Operations
Team

Chief Risk Officer

Market &
Credit Risk

Liquidity &
Collateral

Risk Team

Supporting IT department, Human Resources, Facilities, Marketing, Audit, Corporate Governance

Technology and Systems Enablers
NewCo CCP technology must support both the clearing specific needs and more general business
technology needs such as PCs, printers etc. This section only identifies only those business technology
needs. The clearing specific business processes will be supported by applications that deliver groups of
related business functions and part of the IT requirements specifications (RFP for CCP). But it is important
to remember the general business requirements also. Detailed work on benchmarks and procurement
will be required and part of the overall Programme.

General Business Systems
NewCo CCP will need a wide range of general IT systems to support its day-to-day business
processes. These IT services include:







HR management tools
Accounting packages
Website
CRM
Fixed & mobile telephony, email services, intranet
Management information reports
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PCs, word processing and other productivity tools.

Getting Started
The resources required to manage the design and transition are generally understood and some
key business resources will be required early in the projects to shape the transition and operating
model. Likely external resource required to support the project delivery are detailed below.
These resources are in addition to some initial key hires:
A senior business lead with rounded FMI experience, with delegated authority and full
endorsement of Programme Sponsors and a CCP risk expert.
Initial Project Resource Requirements
Capabilities and Process
4 FTEs

Three people will be required to define the business requirements
of the various systems needed to establish NewCo CCP. Once
these people have completed their work, they will be needed to
define processes and to work with a test team to validate the
processes and systems. This study assumes that permanent staff
will be recruited in parallel.
People and Organization Organization design will require one specialist for 6 months to
Enablers
define and agree the structure of the organization and document
1 FTEs
the governance processes surrounding its operation. Recruitment
will be a near full-time role until a permanent HR resource can
take on this responsibility.
Technology and Systems One IT project manager will be required throughout the project
Enablers
to manage the integration of vendor solutions. One person will be
3 FTEs
required throughout the project to assume a business design
authority role, and to assure successful alignment of technology
requirements to the new operating model. One supplier manager
will be required to manage the vendor selection process in the
first six months of the project.
Physical
Infrastructure External professional fees should be included in the business case
Enablers
to cover office planning and building advisory. It is assumed that
0 FTEs
an existing ‘infrastructure’ will be transitioned and the team on
the ground will manage this element of the transition.
Project Management
One full-time project manager will be required.
2 FTEs
A further dedicated resource will be required initially to manage
member, regulatory, banking stakeholders and to deliver the
NewCo CCP project communications.
The indicative plan for initial project resources requires approximately ten project staff. The study
assumes and recommends that permanent staff be recruited early on to augment the project
team. Over time, permanent staff should be taking over all aspects of the development being
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part of the project and rolling on to be part of the live, run and change of the NewCo CCP entity
reaching a peak of up to 30 resources when in full testing and integration mode.
As previously noted, peak numbers and specific resource estimates cannot be confirmed until a
defined Programme Plan and Deliverables is agreed.

Recommendation
Subject to project initiation approval and support, the hiring of a key CCP business and risk
expertise should be prioritized. It is essential that the Programme is led by a rounded,
experienced, business focused, lead individual with CCP build, design, implementation and run
experience.
A CCP risk and IT expert should also be appointed in very quick succession.
The recruitment of a small team of Initial Project Resources - business analysts, technical
expertise and project management should be initiated in parallel.
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Appendix A: Job Descriptions
Many detailed Job Descriptions will be required – across the C Suite and down to detailed
business analysts. However, top priority ought to be CEO/Programme Director – an individual
with a core set of key competencies in the post trade FMI space with an ability to lead
transformational change.

Programme Director - Required Knowledge, Level of Experience and Personal Qualities:


Minimum of ten years’ experience in senior/ C-suite positions ideally within Financial
Market Infrastructures



Proven experience of collaborative working relationships at Board director level, including
independent directors



Demonstrates ability to influence people and drive decisions with confidence



Deep familiarity and thorough understanding of all elements of clearing and settlements
to include technical and operational issues associated in running a Clearing facility
(including processes and infrastructure)



Familiarity and understanding of Exchange operations and business development



Experience in business development and project/change management implementation



Familiarity with Risk Management and the related processes e.g., Default management,
Margining, Positions management



Explicit understanding of regulatory risk and compliance as they pertain to a CCP



Able to set priorities and to bring open projects/issues to closure



Knowledge of, and reasoned opinions on, the future direction of clearing and settlements
in a global business environment



Proven ability to manage complex issues and deliver meaningful solutions appropriate to
the market needs



Undertaken performance management activities. Proven experience of setting
management and support targets for team leads and managing performance against
those targets



Solid experience in:
o Strong stakeholder management, particularly in the context of wider group
organizations
o External presentation and lobbying /Market knowledge
o Risk management and control experience
o Governance oversight and control arrangements
o Regulatory framework definition / Regulatory compliance policy and procedures
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Appendix B: Principles for Implementing a Change Agenda
An AFME Report November 2020 entitled ‘Technology and Innovation in Europe’s Capital
Markets’1 provides some useful thoughts when considering a change agenda, some of which are
pertinent to the task ahead and worth keeping in mind:
Prioritize investment in a long-term and clear change agenda
-

-

Ensure budgets and investment do not disincentivize strategic technology initiatives, and
opportunities for architecture simplification, with longer-term and enterprise-wide
payoffs.
increase the flexibility of technology strategies to respond to emerging industry drivers
(e.g., enhancing Data & Analytics capabilities) to support measurement and reporting
against strategic priorities.

Accelerate the convergence of business and IT capabilities for increased flexibility
-

Bring business and IT teams further together to broaden the implementation of Agile
work practices at scale and leverage the range of technical skills in the workforce.
Refresh the framework for transformation and update accountabilities to cut across silos
and unlock significant efficiencies (e.g., through the appointment of Chief Transformation
Officers, or similar).

Create an incentive structure for collaboration
-

Remain focused on advancing opportunities for shared services that can mutualize costs
within the industry.
Non-bank industry participants should increase their preparedness and maturity where
they play an increasingly critical role in the industry and ensure that security and
resilience are prioritized.

Build an organizational culture for innovation
-

Incentivize teams to make decisions that are aligned to organization goals; this should be
reinforced through existing governance structures such as performance management and
reward structures.

1 Association for Financial Markets in Europe www.afme.eu https://www.afme.eu/Portals/0/AFME_TechnologyInnovation_FINAL.pdf?ver=2020-11-13-135131-297
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Ensure industry collaboration is maintained for developing a new fit for purpose regulatory
framework
-

-

Regulators are requested to take a more principles-based approach that is globally
consistent and ensures that oversight and regulation are proportionate to the risks
identified.
Regulators should also further leverage new technology to increase the efficiency of
industry processes e.g., data standardization for regulatory reporting.
Investment banks and third parties will need to remain focused on resilience and
cybersecurity and embed a framework for risk management into the innovation process.

With a relatively clean sheet of paper, Ukraine Plc. is in a position to learn from and take
advantage of lessons learnt from past development and legacy issues the global financial
market place has had to address.
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Appendix C: Culture and Organization
An interesting article recently caught my eye – The benefits of slow, incremental change2. Virginie
O'Shea on Transforming a business | The OTC Space
“Why there’s a similarity between adopting a new physical exercise regime and digitally
transforming a business.
The industry may be filled with chatter about digital transformation but instead of all the fanfare,
shouldn’t we employ a more subtle approach to change in certain areas? After all, I frequently
hear horror stories from executives tasked with leading the transformation charge and coming
up against a wall of cultural resistance. Maybe if we looked at the transformation of an
organization in the same way we approach introducing a successful physical exercise regime to
our day, we might get further?
We all know that if we run headlong into a new exercise routine or crash diet in January, we’ll
run out of steam by February or mid-month because no matter how much enthusiasm we have
to begin with, it will wane with time. The same goes for firms starting down the path toward
digitally transforming their businesses. We’re not talking a quick facelift here, we’re talking about
transformation, which requires wholesale changes in organizational behavior and technology
usage. Both of these things rely on people.
When we think about businesses, we often forget about the important people aspect of those
businesses. You can introduce as many fancy new technology tools as you like, but if people don’t
use them, you haven’t changed anything. The same goes for gym equipment – you can buy
kettlebells, an exercise bike and a yoga mat but if you don’t use them, and regularly I might add,
you won’t get any fitter.
No doubt, as with the start of most years, a lot of you out there will be thinking about new year’s
resolutions and getting fitter in 2021. Especially as a lot of us have worn a dent in the sofa as a
result of lockdowns and the lack of a commute has left us with a few extra pounds or kilograms
to shift.
Personal trainers and athletes will tell you that the key to their success is in changing their
routines gradually and tying those changes to already acquired behaviors. So, adding a few pushups in the morning to your wake-up routine, for example, or carving out the time you’d usually
be commuting and going for a walk, then a jog and maybe even a run. But the key here is you
start walking before you run, you don’t rush into running. If you start off with a painful and
difficult run, you’re unlikely to want to do it again.
Now take this and apply it to organizational behaviors. By forcing your entire workforce to adopt
a whole bunch of new processes and to interact with new (and to some people, let’s face it, scary)
technology tools, it’s like making them run that difficult first run. This is why institutional inertia
happens – the majority of people are resistant to dramatic changes. We’re creatures of habit.
2

Virginie O'Shea on Transforming a business | The OTC Space
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If, on the other hand, you approach that change agenda by bringing those people on board to
begin with and changing those processes carefully and incrementally, you’re much more likely to
succeed. Granted, it isn’t glamourous or exciting. It isn’t going to win you awards or industry
fanfare, but good project management and gradual change is equally as important as trialing that
new artificial intelligence tool with your top two clients. It might not be worthy of a press release,
but it will mean new processes and technologies are properly embedded within your
organization.
Nowhere is this more important than in the post-trade realm (in my humble opinion).
No firm really wants to spend the dollars, pounds or euros on multiple heavy-lift operational
change programmes, so getting it right first time is important.
This might be as simple as taking into account how your staff currently interact with their systems
and what they are comfortable with when designing your new user interface. If they work in a
similar manner to the older system to begin with and you change these UIs gradually, you’ll also
have to spend much less time on training your existing staff. Now that’s only one example of
many, but incremental change really can make a big difference in user adoption.
Listen to your staff, see how they work and get them onboard with the change. Be your
organization’s equivalent of a successful personal trainer, without the shouting (hopefully).”
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